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ADD A SPLASH OF GLAM AND GLITTER TO YOUR BATH, POOLSIDE 

OR PATIO 

 

NEW AQUAGLOW™ FLOATING GLITTER GLOBES™ FROM GAME  

SPARKLE WITH BRILLIANCE 

 

Scottsdale, AZ. (Summer 2008) – Explore a sparkling new world with GAME’s 

latest shimmering creation, the AquaGlow™ Floating Glitter Globes™. Adding a 

dazzling array of light and color, these glamorous globes enhance any living space 

from poolside to patio. 

The AquaGlow Floating Glitter Globes brighten up any setting - indoors our 

outdoors - with a stunning spectrum of iridescent color and light. With four vibrant 

lighting effects including red, blue, green or alternating hues, the Floating Glitter 

Globes create a beautiful ambience of multicolored charm.  

 Splash into style at your next summer gathering and set the Floating Glitter 

Globes in a pool, spa, fountain or pond and watch them twinkle under the evening 

sky.  For a surprise decorative twist simply group multiple Glitter Globes on the 

deck and the night will illuminate like never before! 

 Your house will be beaming as the AquaGlow Floating Glitter Globes 

transform any interior into a glowing oasis of beautiful and lustrous tones.  

Turn your bathroom into a relaxing home spa and let these globes dazzle you with 

their unique sparkle. 

Safe and easy to use, each Floating Glitter Globe is water tight. Equipped 

with an automatic shut-off after one hour of use, the Floating Glitter Globes are 
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energy smart. Powered by two 3V batteries (included) the Floating Glitter Globes 

are sold individually. 

 The AquaGlow Floating Glitter Globes are available this summer 

nationwide for a suggested retail price of $6.99 

 

GAME (Great American Merchandise & Events) is recognized worldwide for its 

extensive line of pool and spa accessories including the popular Underwater Light 

Show™, as well as Derby Duck ® and Turbo Turtle ® fundraising events that have 

generated millions of fundraising dollars for charities across the globe. For more 

information and to see the latest GAME products, please visit www.game-

group.com 
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